COMMUNITY BUILDING SOUTHWEST ELEVATION

COMMUNITY BUILDING NORTH ELEVATION

COMMUNITY BUILDING EAST ELEVATION

COMMUNITY BUILDING WEST ELEVATION

MATERIALS AND COLORS KEY

1. COPPER CLADDING
2. MISSION TILE ROOFING: US TILES INC. 40% TURINHO, 40% PALERMO, 20% MALLORCA
3. EXTERIOR CEMENT PLASTER: COLOR: SHERWIN WILLIAMS SW-6371 "VANILLA" LRV: 78
4. STONE TILE: ECHEGUREN CHINA WHITE QUARTZITE 12"x12"
5. CERAMIC TILE: HONEY ONYX MOSAIC TILE
6. STANDING AND RUNNING TRIM: COLOR: SHERWIN WILLIAMS SW-6125 "CRAFT PAPER" LRV: 17
7. ASPHALT SHINGLE ROOFING: ELK INC. PRESTIGE II, SANDALWOOD
8. STANDING AND RUNNING TRIM: COLOR: SHERWIN WILLIAMS SW-6741 "DERBYSHIRE" LRV: 9
9. EXTERIOR CEMENT PLASTER: COLOR: SHERWIN WILLIAMS SW-6116 "TATAMI TAN" LRV: 30
10. DARK BIEGE CANVAS TENT FABRIC
11. PAINTED WOOD: COLOR: SHERWIN WILLIAMS SW-6371 "CRAFT PAPER" LRV: 17

SCALE: 1/8" = 1'-0"

COMMUNITY BUILDING SOUTH ELEVATION
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COMMUNITY BUILDING WEST ELEVATION